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A B S T R A C T

In this paper we perform an analytical and numerical study of the performance of a wave
cycloidal rotor in irregular waves, with passively morphing foils and variable rotational velocity
control. The performance is measured in two ways: Mechanical power, and fatigue damage
in a sample stress hot spot located at the fixed end of the hydrofoils. We consider different
strategies seeking to both maximise power extraction and reduce fatigue damage. To maximise
power, we consider both constant and variable rotational speed. To mitigate fatigue damage, we
consider, for the first time, morphing foils in the context of a wave cycloidal rotor. By testing
these control strategies in isolation and in combination, and with the aid of high performance
computations, we find that variable rotational speed, in combination with morphing foils, offers
the best compromise to enhance power production with a reduced structural penalty on the
sample stress hot spot. Hence, in this work, we demonstrate that novel control strategies, such
as those proposed in this work, can hold the key in reducing the levelised cost of energy and
accelerate the commercialisation of the next generation of lift-based wave energy converters.

1. Introduction

Wave cycloidal rotors are a novel type of wave energy converter (WEC) that have received an increased level of attention
over the past decade. Recent efforts in the USA from Atargis [1] and other groups [2], the LiftWEC consortium in Europe [3], and
academic efforts in China [4] are driving the momentum in the research of this type of WEC. Wave cycloidal rotors are a particularly
enticing WEC due to their control versatility, submerged mode of operation and the potential for reduced levelised cost of energy
[5,6]. Briefly, the device consists of a set of hydrofoils that rotate around a central shaft following the orbital motion of the wave
particles, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The rotor operates near the water surface but remains submerged with interaction between the
foils and waves generating lift forces on the foils, which then sustains the rotation of the device to generate electric power.
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Nomenclature

𝑎 Fourier series coefficient [–]
𝑎 intercept of vertical axis of SN curve [–]
𝐴 wave amplitude [m]
𝑏 Fourier series coefficient [–]
𝑐 Fourier series coefficient [–]
𝐶 hydrofoil chord length [m]
𝐶0 distance from pitching axis to quarter chord [m]
𝐶𝐷 drag coefficient [–]
𝐶𝐿 lift coefficient [–]
𝐶𝑀 moment coefficient [–]
𝐶𝑀,1∕4 quarter chord moment coefficient [–]
𝐶𝑃 distance from pitching edge to pitching axis [m]
𝑑 Fourier series coefficient [–]
𝐷 accumulated fatigue damage [–]
𝐷1 damage accumulated for rotation with the optimal constant velocity and rigid pitch [–]
𝐷2 damage accumulated for rotation with the optimal constant velocity and flexible pitch [–]
𝐷3 damage accumulated for rotation with the the optimal variable velocity and rigid pitch [–]
𝐷4 damage accumulated for rotation with the optimal variable velocity and flexible pitch [–]
𝐷𝑤 Dawson function
𝐹 (𝑧, 𝑡) the complex potential for the point vortex [N]
𝐹𝐿 lift force [N]
𝐹𝐷 drag force [N]
𝐹𝑇 tangential force [N]
𝐹𝑅 radial force [N]
𝑔 gravity constant [m2/s]
ℎ total number of harmonics []
𝐻 monochromatic wave height [m]
𝐻𝑠 significant wave height [m]
𝐼 Inertia of rotor [kg m2]
𝐼𝑥𝑥 second moment of are of square hollow section [m4]
𝐽 mechanical power per second per span meter [W s−1 m−1]
𝐽0 power generated for rotation with the wave frequency [W s−1 m−1]
𝐽1 power generated for rotation with the optimal constant velocity and rigid pitch [W s−1 m−1]
𝐽2 power generated for rotation with the optimal constant velocity and flexible pitch [W s−1 m−1]
𝐽3 power generated for rotation with the optimal variable velocity and rigid pitch [W s−1 m−1]
𝐽4 power generated for rotation with the optimal variable velocity and flexible pitch [W s−1 m−1]
𝐽𝑤 power available in irregular waves [W s−1 m−1]
𝑘 wave number [–]
𝑚 mass of hydrofoil segment [kg]
𝑚 negative slope of the SN curve [–]
𝑀0 torsional moment [N m]
𝑀 bending moment at stress hot spot of the foil [N m]
𝑀𝐻 hydrodynamic moment [N m]
𝑀𝐻 mean hydrodynamic moment [N m]
𝑀𝑃 torsional moment of spring [N m]

The use of lift forces, due to the wave hydrofoil interaction, contrasts with more traditional WECs, whose designs exploit
uoyancy and/or diffraction forces [7–11]. At the same time, control technology is reaching a level of maturity for classical
ECs [12,13], including experimental validation [14–16], while specific control strategies for wave cycloidal rotors are a topic

f current research and development [17–19].
Cyclorotor-based WECs produce unidirectional rotation increasing the efficiency and reducing the cost of power extraction

ignificantly in comparison with other WECs that typically require rectification of an oscillating motion [20–22]. In particular,
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𝑛𝑖 number of cycles in stress block 𝑖 [–]
𝑁𝑖 number of cycles to failure at stress range 𝛥𝜎 [–]
𝑃𝑖 the probability of the 𝑖th sea
𝑅 radius of cyclorotor [m]
𝑆 span of cyclorotors shaft [m]
𝑆𝐴(𝜔𝑗 ) amplitude of the spectrum at the 𝑗th frequency
𝑆𝑃𝑀 Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum
SHS square hollow section
𝑡 time [s]
𝑇 monochromatic wave period [s]
𝑇0 the time interval for power calculation [s]
𝑇𝑒 panchromatic wave energy period [s]
𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡 time interval for energy calculation [s]
𝑇𝑝 panchromatic wave peak period [s]
𝐮 rotational velocity of the foil [m/s]
𝐔 relative foil/fluid velocity [m/s]
𝐔 mean inflow velocity [m/s]
𝐰 wave induced fluid velocity [m/s]
𝐰Γ foil induced fluid velocity [m/s]
𝑥 stream-wise coordinate in the 𝑧-plane [m]
𝑦 normal coordinate from the mean water level [m]
𝑦0 submergence of rotor [m]
𝑦𝑥𝑥 distance from symmetric horizontal axis to outer shell of the square hollow section [m]
𝑧 complex coordinate
𝛼 angle of attack [◦]
𝛼 non-zero mean angle of attack [◦]
𝛽 inflow angle of 𝑈 [◦]
𝛾 JONSWAP spectrum factor [–]
𝛤 instantaneous circulation of point vortex [m2/s]
𝜁 position of point vortex in the 𝑧-plane
𝜁 ′ position of the mirror point vortex in the 𝑧-plane
𝜂 wave phase
𝜃 azimuthal position of rotor [◦]
�̇� rotational frequency or rate of rotor [◦/s]
�̇�0 optimal rotational frequency or rate of rotor [◦/s]
�̈� rotational acceleration of rotor [◦/s2]
𝜅 spring stiffness [N/m]
𝜆 proportionality coefficient between wave peak and energy periods [–]
𝜌 fluid density [kg/m3]
𝜎 parameter of JONSWAP spectrum [–]
𝜎 structural stress [MPa]
𝜏 time parameter [s]
𝑃𝑇𝑂 power take-off torque [N m]
𝑊 𝑎𝑣𝑒 hydrodynamic torque [N m]
𝜙 torsional spring deformation or pitch angle displacement [◦]
𝜓 the initial angular position of each hydrofoil [◦]
𝜔 wave frequency [◦/s]
𝜔𝑝 peak wave frequency [◦/s]

given that the naturally induced motion is rotational, issues such as the finite stroke displacement of linear generators do not arise.
Furthermore, most traditional WECs are designed to work primarily at one, or at a limited range of, wave velocities and frequencies
with maximum efficiency. In contrast, the reconfigurable abilities of the hydrofoils of a wave cycloidal rotor can significantly expand
the range of useful excitation. For example, pitch control of the hydrofoils can modulate wave loading on the device, particularly
3
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a wave cycloidal rotor operating clockwise under the free surface. The main structural components are: The hydrofoils, central shaft,
supporting arms and power take-off (PTO) units.

during high power or extreme wave conditions. Another possibility is variable rotational velocity, which has been demonstrated to
be a promising technology for cyclorotors to enhance power extraction in regular and irregular waves [17,18] .

However, despite the aforementioned operational advantages, the hydrodynamic and structural complexity of cyclorotors also
makes them vulnerable to fatigue damage and operational breakdown. In fact, power enhancement strategies, such as variable
rotational speed, may have structurally undesirable side effects, since larger loads could cause mechanical failure and may cause
irreparable damage. Therefore, load alleviation interventions could be key and complementary to the optimal operation of wave
cycloidal rotors. An example of such technologies are foils that morph due to fluid forces.

Morphing foils, modelled as passive pitch mechanisms, have shown to reduce loading in cross flow [23–26] and tidal
turbines [24,27,28], when subject to unsteady flow. It can then be expected that load alleviation is also attainable in wave
cycloidal rotors equipped with morphing foils. This is due to the similarly unsteady nature of the flow surrounding wave cycloidal
rotors [29,30]. Nonetheless, a study on the effect of morphing foils has not yet been available in the cyclorotor literature. Hence,
the structural impact of variable rotational speed, and the role of morphing foils, in wave cycloidal rotors that operate in irregular
waves are the research gaps addressed in this paper.

We postulate the hypothesis that, by combining rotational velocity control and passive morphing of the hydrofoils, we can
enhance power extraction while, at the same time, reduce the structural penalty on the stress hot spots of the hydrofoils. We
investigate our hypothesis through four control cases: (1) constant rotational velocity and rigid foil, (2) constant rotational velocity
and passively morphing foil, (3) variable rotational velocity and rigid foil, and (4) variable rotational velocity and passively morphing
foil.

The article is organised as follows: In Section 2, we present an introduction to the operation of wave cycloidal rotors, followed
by the concepts of a passively pitching foil in irregular waves and the fatigue damage computation at the stress hot spot of the
foils. In Section 3, we introduce the hydrodynamic model, which accounts for irregular sea states, to reflect realistic sea behaviour.
Subsequently, in Section 4, we discuss the control strategy to combine variable rotational speed with morphing foils. In Section 5,
power and fatigue damage results are discussed for the four sample control cases. Lastly, in Section 6, we present our conclusions.

2. Operational principle and structural model

2.1. Mechanical model of the rotor

The concept of a wave cycloidal rotor is depicted in Fig. 1. The figure shows a two foil rotor with symmetric NACA 0015
hydrofoils, as initially proposed within the LiftWEC project [31], operating under the free surface. In this example, the rotor is
supported by two tubular triangular frames that are anchored to the sea bed. The support structure is shown as transparent to
highlight the main rotor components. The rotor is composed of the hydrofoils, central shaft, supporting arms and power take-off
(PTO) units. The PTO units are motors with a stator and rotating part. The stator is held by the support structure and the rotating
part is attached to the central shaft through bearings.

The operation principle of the rotor is summarised in Fig. 2. The figure shows a side view of the rotor. The origin of the reference
frame 𝑂 (𝑥, 𝑦) is located above the central shaft and at the mean sea level. The rotor has a submergence 𝑦0 measured from the mean
sea level to the central shaft. The radius of the rotor is denoted by 𝑅. The wave propagates from left to right and the wave particle
4
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Fig. 2. Side view of a wave cycloidal rotor, showing the lift and drag forces (𝐹𝐿 , 𝐹𝐷) on the hydrofoils, the radial and tangential force components (𝐹𝑅 , 𝐹𝑇 ),
the wave velocity 𝑤, the velocity due to the rotation of the hydrofoils 𝑢, and the relative fluid velocity to the foil 𝑈 . The origin 𝑂 of the reference frame is
defined at the mean sea level above the central shaft.

motion is clockwise [32]. The rotation of the hydrofoils follows the circular wave particle motion generating lift 𝐹𝐿 and drag forces
𝐹𝐷, such that

𝐹𝐿 = 1
2
𝜌𝐶 𝑆 𝐶𝐿(𝛼) |𝑈 |

2 (1)

and

𝐹𝐷 = 1
2
𝜌𝐶 𝑆 𝐶𝐷(𝛼) |𝑈 |

2, (2)

where 𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝑈 is the relative fluid velocity to the foil, 𝑆 is the span of the hydrofoil, 𝐶 is the chord length, and 𝐶𝐿(𝛼)
and 𝐶𝐷(𝛼) are the lift and drag force coefficients, which are both a function of the angle of attack 𝛼. We note that 𝑈 is composed
of the vectorial sum of the wave velocity 𝑤 and the velocity component due to the rotation of the foil 𝑢, and that 𝛼 is measured
between 𝑢 and 𝑈 , as illustrated in Fig. 2. The figure also shows the radial 𝐹𝑅 and tangential forces 𝐹𝑇 acting on the hydrofoils,
which are the normal and tangential projections of 𝐹𝐿 and 𝐹𝐷 along the chord of the hydrofoil.

2.2. Morphing foil model

Morphing foils, modelled as passively pitching systems, have shown to be a promising technology for peak loading alleviation in
tidal turbines [24,27,28,33]. However, to date, passive compliance has not been studied for wave energy devices and, in particular,
for wave energy cyclorotors operating in irregular sea states. In this article, we develop a novel model for passive morphing of a
foil in wave cycloidal rotors, based on the work performed for tidal turbines by Pisetta et al. [28]. We refer to their model as the
single spring model and present first a brief summary as follows.

The single spring model represents a morphing foil by simulating compliance through a torsional spring attached to the pitching
axis of the foil [28]. The initial equilibrium position is shown in Fig. 3a. The pitching axis is located near the leading edge of the
foil and the distance from the pitching axis to the quarter chord is denoted as 𝐶0. The torsional spring, which is located at the
pitching axis, is pretensioned and its torsional moment (𝑀0) opposes and balances the mean hydrodynamic moment of the foil
(𝑀𝐻 ). Because 𝑀0 and 𝑀𝐻 are opposite and equal to each other, a nonzero mean angle of attack 𝛼 can be sustained in the foil, as
depicted in Fig. 3a. In Fig. 3a, the mean inflow velocity is 𝑈 .

Subsequently, during operation, the foil pitches around its pitching axis in the presence of periodic inflow oscillations and around
𝛼. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 3b. Even though the foil pitches, the spring moment 𝑀0 is considered constant because the
spring is of very low stiffness. The change in the inflow is 𝛿𝛼, the change in 𝑀𝐻 is 𝛿𝑀𝐻 , and the change in 𝐹𝑅 is 𝛿𝐹𝑅. Because the
pitching axis is upstream of the quarter chord of the foil, the pitching motion opposes 𝛿𝛼. Hence, the angle of attack on the foil 𝛼
and peak loading are attenuated. Because 𝛼 is maintained, mean power production remains unaltered. We note that, in Fig. 3b, 𝑈
is the new inflow velocity acting on the foil, 𝜙 is the pitching angle of the foil and 𝛼 is the new angle of attack on the foil after the
pitching motion.

In a wave cycloidal rotor, the single spring model could work for regular sea state operation. This is because the angle of attack
of the foil oscillates around a nonzero mean angle of attack [34]. However, for an irregular sea state, the mean angle of attack on
the hydrofoils is zero. Therefore, the mean hydrodynamic moment is also zero and the moment provided by a single pretensioned
spring cannot be balanced. In Fig. 4, we illustrate, as an example, the time series of 𝛼 for one of the hydrofoils of the cyclorotor in
5
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Fig. 3. Single spring model from Pisetta et al. [28] showing (a) the equilibrium position of the morphing foil, modelled with the single spring model with a
non zero mean angle of attack 𝛼 and a mean inflow 𝑈 , and (b) the new equilibrium position after a change in the inflow and after the foil pitches by an angle
𝜙.

Fig. 4. Angle of attack oscillations in one of the foils in an irregular sea state (𝑇𝑃 = 6 s,𝐻𝑆 = 1m). The horizontal red line shows the mean angle of attack.

an irregular sea state (𝑇𝑝 = 6 s and 𝐻𝑠 = 1 m). The time series shows that the mean angle of attack in the hydrofoil of the cyclorotor
is 0◦. Note that the computation of 𝛼 is performed with the hydrodynamic model, which is introduced later in Section 3.

Secondly, in the single spring model, developed for tidal turbines, the hydrodynamic moment coefficient is linearised, due to the
assumption of small changes in the angle of attack. This assumption does not apply to the case of a cyclorotor foil in panchromatic
waves [17]. As a result, the hydrodynamic moment coefficient cannot be linearised but, instead, its exact value needs to be computed.

Lastly, the assumption of a very low stiffness spring would yield a hydrofoil that is very sensitive to inflow changes and therefore,
in a cyclorotor subject to irregular waves, the system could become unstable. As such, we consider a stiffness that will allow the
foil to pitch, but that still poses some resistance to deformation. This could represent, for example, the deformation of a flap near
the trailing edge of a foil [24].

Therefore, here, we develop a model to represent a passively morphing foil that pitches in the context of a cyclorotor. The model
compensates for the lack of a nonzero mean hydrodynamic moment by the addition of a second torsional spring at the pitching axis.
We refer to the model as the dual spring model. The equilibrium position of the foil of the cyclorotor is depicted in Fig. 5. The foil
is at rest and free to pitch around the pitching axis. The pitching axis is located at a distance 𝐶𝑝 = 0.1𝐶 from the leading edge.
The equilibrium position is enforced with two pretensioned springs that oppose each other around the pitching axis. The moments
are denoted as 𝑀0,1 and 𝑀0,2. Because both moments are greater than the weight of the foil and than the buoyancy force, the foil
remains at a zero angle of attack in equilibrium.

When the rotor spins in the presence of waves, an instantaneous change in the hydrodynamic moment 𝛿𝑀𝐻 will occur due to a
change in the inflow angle of attack and a new equilibrium position is reached. We depict this scenario in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, the change
6
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Fig. 5. The equilibrium position of a morphing foil modelled with the dual spring model for a wave cycloidal rotor operating in irregular waves, where the
mean angle of attack is 𝛼 = 0◦.

Fig. 6. (a) The new equilibrium position of the morphing foil modelled with the dual spring model after a small change in inflow angle. The inset of the figure
shows the dual spring system.

in the inflow angle is defined as 𝛽, and is measured from the line tangent to the circumferential path of the rotor to the direction
of the inflow angle 𝑈 . Subsequently, because of the change in the direction of 𝑈 , 𝛿𝑀𝐻 pitches the foil up and a displacement from
the neutral position occurs. Because the springs are of low stiffness, but rigid enough to oppose a resistance to the pitching motion,
the displacement from the neutral position causes a change in the torsional moment of each spring 𝛿𝑀0. We show the torsional
moments of each spring 𝛿𝑀0,1 and 𝛿𝑀0,2 due to tension and compression, respectively, in the inset of Fig. 6. Both of these moments
oppose 𝛿𝑀𝐻 . As such, the new equilibrium position will be achieved when

2𝛿𝑀0 = 𝛿𝑀𝐻 . (3)

In Eq. (3)

𝛿𝑀0 = 𝜅 𝜙, (4)

where 𝜅 is the stiffness of the spring and 𝜙 is the pitching angle of the foil. In Eq. (3), the change in the hydrodynamic moment
𝛿𝑀𝐻 is defined as

𝛿𝑀𝐻 = 1
2
𝜌𝐶𝑀 𝐶2 𝑆 |𝑈 |

2, (5)

where 𝐶𝑀 is the hydrodynamic pitching moment coefficient, 𝜌 is the density of the fluid, 𝑈 is the relative fluid velocity, 𝑆 is the
span of the foil and 𝐶 is the chord length. In Eq. (5), 𝐶𝑀 is obtained by translating the quarter chord hydrodynamic pitching moment
𝐶𝑀, 14

to the pitching axis of the hydrofoil, such that

𝐶𝑀 = 𝐶𝑀, 14
(𝛼) + 𝐶0 [𝐶𝐿(𝛼) cos (𝛼) + 𝐶𝐷(𝛼) sin (𝛼)], (6)

where 𝐶0 is the distance from the quarter chord position to the pitching axis. We note that the pitching axis is located at a distance
of 𝐶𝑝 = 0.1𝐶 from the leading edge; therefore, 𝐶0 = 0.15𝐶. We recall that, for symmetric foils, such as those used in this cyclorotor,
𝐶𝑀, 14

(𝛼) = 0 [35].
Substituting relations (4), (5) and (6) into the moment balance given by Eq. (3), we obtain a nonlinear equation which is solved

for 𝜙, such that

𝜅𝜙 = 1
4
𝜌 (𝐶0 [𝐶𝐿(𝛼) cos (𝛼) + 𝐶𝐷(𝛼) sin (𝛼)])𝐶2 𝑆 |𝑈 |

2 (7)

where

𝛼 = 𝛽 − 𝜙. (8)
7
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Fig. 7. The new equilibrium position of the morphing foil modelled with the dual spring model with very flexible springs.

In Eq. (8), 𝛽 is the angle between the tangent to the circular trajectory of the foil and the relative fluid velocity 𝑈 , as indicated
in Fig. 6. For a rigid foil that does not pitch, 𝛽 = 𝛼. In contrast, when the foil pitches by 𝜙, Fig. 6 shows that 𝛼, which is measured
between the chord line and 𝑈 , decreases. Therefore, the radial force 𝐹𝑅 on the foil should also decrease.

Although a well tuned dual spring model reduces 𝛼 and the change in the hydrofoil loading, a very low stiffness could come at
a price. If the stiffness is too low, then 𝛽 = 𝜙 and, therefore, 𝛼 = 0◦. We depict this scenario in Fig. 7. As such, the ideal stiffness
of the springs is one that reduces 𝛼, but does not nullify it. Hence, a spring system of intermediate stiffness could represents the
behaviour of a realistic morphing structure where the deformation is concentrated towards the trailing edge of the hydrofoil.

2.3. Fatigue damage assessment

The methodology to compute the fatigue damage on the sample stress hot spot of the cyclorotor is presented in this section. The
fatigue damage on a stress hot spot due to an 𝑖th sea state can be determined through Miner’s rule [36,37], such that

𝐷𝑖 =
𝑏
∑

𝑗=1

365 × 24 × 𝑃𝑖
𝑡

𝑛𝑗
𝑁𝑗

1
𝑆
. (9)

In Eq. (9), we define 𝐷𝑖 as the accumulated fatigue damage per span metre for the 𝑖th sea state, 𝑃𝑖 is the probability of occurrence
of the 𝑖th sea state, 𝑡 is the duration of the stresses time series in the hot spot, 𝑛𝑗 is the number of cycles at stress range 𝛥𝜎𝑗 , 𝑁𝑗 is
the number of cycles to failure at stress range 𝛥𝜎𝑗 , 𝑏 is the total number of stress blocks, and 𝑆 is the span of the foil.

In Eq. (9), the probability 𝑃𝑖 of the 𝑖th sea state is obtained from the wave climate from the HOMERE database from Ifremer [38].
The data is shown in Fig. 8 and corresponds to a point located at 47.84◦ N, 4.83◦ W on the North Atlantic coast of France. Each
sea state in the database has a duration of 1 h and the data extends for a period between 2001 and 2010. Note that the database
provides the energy period 𝑇𝑒, rather than the peak period 𝑇𝑝. For our hydrodynamic model, the conversion between 𝑇𝑒 and 𝑇𝑝 is
performed through 𝑇𝑒 = 𝜆𝑇𝑝 [39] . Hence, by considering a JONSWAP spectrum of shape factor 3.3, 𝜆 = 0.9 [40].

Since the data presented in Fig. 8 contains 120 sea states and 78,879 events, equivalent to 9 years of sea data, to perform our
damage computations, we downsampled the grid from 120 sea states to 30 sea states over the range of 6 s ≤ 𝑇𝑝 ≤ 16 s and 1 m
≤ 𝐻𝑆 ≤ to 5 m, in steps of 2 s and 1 m, respectively. This window of sea states accounts for a total probability of occurrence of
98%. As such, the 𝑃𝑖 values of Fig. 8 are grouped in representative clusters around a reduced grid of 30 sea states. Subsequently,
the computed values of damage are interpolated to a finer grid of 21𝑇𝑝 and 25𝐻𝑠 to present our results. The same interpolation
procedure is applied to present the mechanical power results computed with the control strategy presented in Section 4.

In Eq. (9), the number of cycles to failure 𝑁 , for any given 𝑗th stress range, is obtained from the SN curve of the specific material.
The SN curve gives the relationship between the stress range 𝛥𝜎 and 𝑁 , and is given by

log𝑁 = log 𝑎 − 𝑚 log𝛥𝜎, (10)

where 𝑁 is the number of cycles to failure at stress range 𝛥𝜎, 𝑚 is the negative inverse slope of the SN curve and log 𝑎 is the
intercept of the log 𝑁 axis by the SN curve. In this work, we use an SN curve of type C for offshore steel in seawater with cathodic
protection [36]. This type of curve is recommended for smooth extruded finishes, such as that of the hydrofoils in a cyclorotor. We
plot the corresponding SN curve in Fig. 9.

Eq. (10) can be rewritten in exponential form, such that

𝑁 = 𝑎𝛥𝜎−𝑚, (11)

where 𝑎 and 𝑚 are properties of the material. We utilise this expression to compute 𝑁 for the 𝑗th stress range in Eq. (9).
In this paper, 𝛥𝜎, which refers to the stress range measured from peak to trough and vice-versa, is obtained from the time series

of the bending stresses 𝜎 measured at one of the fixed ends of the hydrofoils. The number of cycles 𝑛 of each 𝛥𝜎 was computed
through a Rainflow cycle counting algorithm, as recommended by the ASTM E–1049 Standard Practices for Cycle Counting in Fatigue
Analysis [41]. The stress hot spots are illustrated in Fig. 10. Because the foil is symmetric in the spanwise direction and because
we assume two dimensional flow, i.e. large span foils, we consider 𝛥𝜎 at both hot spots to be equal, and therefore we compute the
fatigue damage in one hot spot only.
8
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Fig. 8. Probability data of HOMERE database for a point in the North Atlantic coast of France with 𝑇𝑝 and 𝐻𝑠 in the horizontal and vertical axis, respectively.

Fig. 9. SN curve of type C for offshore steel in seawater with cathodic protection.

Fig. 10. Stress hot spots at fixed end of foils in wave cycloidal rotor.
9
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The stresses on the hotspots are computed following the procedure described in [29,34,42]. As part of the procedure, we
pproximate the cross section of the foil as a square hollow section (SHS) of dimension 0.15C × 0.15C and a skin thickness of
0 mm. The cross section is shown in the inset of Fig. 10. The second moment of area 𝐼𝑥𝑥 of the cross section depends mainly on
he height. As such, the SHS approximation provides a baseline for mechanical design and for the first pass of our fatigue damage
nalysis. Furthermore, as part of the procedure to compute the bending stresses, the bending moments are computed from the radial
orces acting on the foil by assuming that the foil is a fixed beam subject to a uniformly distributed loading. Hence, 𝜎 at just one of

the foil stress hot spots is computed, such that

𝜎 =
𝑀𝑦𝑥𝑥
𝐼𝑥𝑥

, (12)

here 𝑀 is the bending moment at the stress hot spot, 𝑦𝑥𝑥 is the distance from the symmetric horizontal axis of the SHS to the
uter shell, and 𝐼𝑥𝑥 is the second moment of area of the SHS. Once 𝜎 is known, then we compute 𝛥𝜎 from the time series of 𝜎.

Lastly, we use Eq. (9) to compute 𝐷𝑖 for the 𝑖th sea state.

3. Wave-foil interaction model

This section describes the model used to estimate the forces acting on the hydrofoils of the cyclorotor. Each hydrofoil is modelled
as a point vortex beneath the free surface. The model has been previously developed and applied to wave cycloidal rotors in the works
of Ermakov and Ringwood [43,44] under regular waves and has been validated for attached flow conditions by Arredondo-Galeana
et al. [29]. Here, we provide a summary of the model and implement an additional module to consider irregular waves.

3.1. Point-vortex model

The complex potential of a point vortex, under a free surface, was derived by Wehausen and Laitone [45]. This representation
has been used widely in wave cyclorotor modelling by Hermans [46], Siegel et al. [47] and Ermakov and Ringwood [43,48] to
compute the free surface elevation downstream of the rotor and, recently, to estimate the loads in the hydrofoils of a cyclorotor
under attached flow conditions [29,34,44]. In this paper, we utilise this potential flow model to compute the forces on the hydrofoils.
We then implement different control strategies and assess the mechanical power and fatigue damage performance.

The point vortex model has been derived in the form of the complex potential in [49] as

𝐹 (𝑧, 𝑡) =
𝛤 (𝑡)
2𝜋i

Log
[

𝑧 − 𝜁
𝑧 − 𝜁 ′

]

−

2i
√

𝑔
𝜋 ∫

𝑡

0

𝛤 (𝜏)
√

i(𝑧 − 𝜁 ′)
𝐷𝑤

[
√

𝑔(𝑡 − 𝜏)

2
√

i(𝑧 − 𝜁 ′)

]

𝑑𝜏, (13)

where 𝑧 is the complex variable, 𝑡 is time, 𝜁 is the position of the point-vortex, 𝜁 ′ is the complex conjugate of 𝜁 , 𝛤 is the circulation
of the point vortex, 𝑔 is the gravitational constant, 𝑘 is the wave number and 𝐷𝑤[𝑥] is the Dawson function denoted by:

𝐷𝑤[𝑥] = 𝑒−𝑥
2

∫

𝑥

0
𝑒𝑦

2
𝑑𝑦. (14)

The first term of Eq. (13) represents the complex potential of a point vortex of circulation 𝛤 under a free surface. The point
vortex is located at 𝜁 . A mirror vortex is located above the free surface at 𝜁 ′ to impose the impermeability condition. The second
term in Eq. (13) represents the complex potential of the waves radiated due to the wake of the foil. We note that the second term
typically consists of two integrals, one over time 𝑡 and another one over the wave number 𝑘 [46,47]. Here, we use the expression
derived in Ermakov and Ringwood [49] which solves the integral over 𝑘 analytically with the Dawson function. In the integration
of Eq. (13), the lifetime of the generated wake is considered to be two full rotational periods of the foil.

The circulation of the point vortices, 𝛤1 and 𝛤2, is computed from the lift force definition given by Eq. (1), and by applying the
Kutta condition, we get

𝛤 = 𝐹𝐿∕(𝜌|𝑈 |) = 1
2
𝐶𝐿(𝛼) |𝑈 |𝐶. (15)

Considering that hydrofoil 1 is located at 𝑧, we can evaluate the influence of hydrofoil 2 and the wakes of both hydrofoils on
he velocity field at point 𝑧. Then, the velocity field 𝐰Γ at point 𝑧 is obtained as

𝐰Γ =
𝜕(𝐹1(𝑧, 𝑡) + 𝐹2(𝑧, 𝑡))

𝜕𝑧
= 𝑤𝛤𝑥 − i𝑤𝛤𝑦. (16)

In Eq. (16), the influence of 𝜕𝐹𝑖(𝑧, 𝑡)∕𝜕𝑧 on foil 𝑖 is only due to the second term of Eq. (13). This is because when 𝜁 = 𝑧, the
irst therm of Eq. (13) has a singularity. However, the further away the wake vortex is from the foil, the less influence it exerts on
he velocity field of the foil, as specified by Dawson’s function in Eq. (13). The exact terms for the complex velocity of a two foil
yclorotor, which are used in this work, are those found in Ermakov and Ringwood [49].

Once the velocity field due to the circulation of the foils and their wakes is assessed, we determine the velocity components on
he foils due to the rotation of the foils and due to the irregular waves. Then, these velocity components are combined to determine
he relative inflow velocity on the hydrofoil, as well as the angle of attack. Then, we introduce the methodology to compute the
10
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3.2. Hydrofoil velocity

The foil velocity components are obtained as follows. Consider a rotor of radius 𝑅, as depicted in Fig. 2. The position of the
ydrofoils, in cartesian coordinates, is given by

𝑥 = 𝑅 cos (𝜃(𝑡) + 𝜓) (17)

and

𝑦 = 𝑦0 − 𝑅 sin (𝜃(𝑡) + 𝜓), (18)

where 𝑦0 is the submergence of the rotor, 𝜃(𝑡) is the angular position with respect to the positive horizontal axis and positive
clockwise, and 𝜓 is the initial angular position of each hydrofoil, also measured from the positive horizontal axis. For the rotor
shown in Fig. 2, 𝜓 = 180◦ for hydrofoil 1 and 𝜓 = 0◦ for hydrofoil 2. The rotational velocity components 𝐮 = (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) of the hydrofoils
are obtained through derivation of Eqs. (17) and (18), such that

𝑢𝑥 = −�̇�(𝑡)𝑅 sin(𝜃(𝑡) + 𝜓) (19)

and

𝑢𝑦 = −�̇�(𝑡)𝑅 cos(𝜃(𝑡) + 𝜓), (20)

where �̇�(𝑡) is the rotational velocity of the rotor.

3.3. Irregular wave velocity components

A JONSWAP wave spectrum is discretised in frequency and used to generate individual waves of wave amplitude 𝐴𝑗 , where 𝑗, in
this case, is the index denoting the individual wave. The procedure to discretise the spectrum is typically used in design studies of
different types of WECs [50–52]. We summarise the procedure as follows. The amplitude of the discrete wave components is given
by

𝐴𝑗 =
√

2𝑆𝐴(𝜔𝑗 )𝛥𝜔, (21)

where 𝑆𝐴(𝜔𝑗 ) is the amplitude of the spectrum at the 𝑗th frequency 𝜔𝑗 , and 𝛥𝜔 is the discretisation step of the spectrum.
We utilise the definition of the JONSWAP spectrum provided by the DNV Environmental Conditions And Environmental Loads

Practice Manual [53], which states that the JONSWAP spectrum is given by

𝑆𝐴(𝜔𝑗 ) = 𝐴𝛾 𝑆𝑃𝑀 (𝜔𝑗 ) 𝛾
exp

[

−0.5
(

𝜔𝑗−𝜔𝑝
𝜎𝜔𝑝

)2
]

, (22)

here 𝑆𝑃𝑀 is the Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum that is defined as

𝑆𝑃𝑀 (𝜔𝑗 ) =
5
16
𝐻2
𝑠𝜔

4
𝑝𝜔

−5
𝑗 exp

[

−5
4

(𝜔𝑗
𝜔𝑝

)−4
]

(23)

nd

𝐴𝛾 = 1 − 0.287ln(𝛾). (24)

n Eq. (22), 𝜔𝑝 = 2𝜋∕𝑇𝑝, and 𝜎 = 0.07 if 𝜔𝑗 ≤ 𝜔𝑝, or 𝜎 = 0.09 if 𝜔𝑗 > 𝜔𝑝. Finally, 𝛾 = 3.3 is the spectrum width factor.
The velocity field corresponding to each individual 𝑗th wave is computed with linear deep water wave theory [54], such that

𝑤𝑥,𝑗 =
𝜋𝐴𝑗
𝑇

𝑒𝑘𝑗𝑦cos(𝑘𝑗𝑥 − 𝜔𝑗 𝑡 + 𝜂𝑗 ) (25)

and

𝑤𝑦,𝑗 =
𝜋𝐴𝑗
𝑇

𝑒𝑘𝑗𝑦sin(𝑘𝑗𝑥 − 𝜔𝑗 𝑡 + 𝜂𝑗 ), (26)

where 𝐴𝑗 , 𝑘𝑗 , 𝜔𝑗 and 𝜂𝑗 are the height, number, angular frequency, and phase of the 𝑗th wave, respectively, 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the horizontal
and vertical positions of the hydrofoils, as defined by Eqs. (17) and (18), respectively. Each 𝑘𝑗 is computed with three iterations of
the dispersion relationship [55], where the first iteration assumes 𝑘𝑗 = 1. The phase of each discrete wave 𝜂𝑗 is randomly assigned

ithin a range of 0 to 2𝜋 radians.
The total wave induced fluid velocity components 𝐰 = (𝑤𝑥, 𝑤𝑦) are obtained by adding all 𝜔𝑥,𝑗 and 𝜔𝑦,𝑗 , such that

𝑤𝑥 =
𝑛
∑

𝑗=1
𝑤𝑥,𝑗 and 𝑤𝑦 =

𝑛
∑

𝑗=1
𝑤𝑦,𝑗 . (27)

Lastly, as described in the literature [56], the power 𝐽𝑤 available in an irregular wave is defined as

𝐽 = 1 𝜌𝑔2𝐻2𝜆𝑇 . (28)
11
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Fig. 11. Two mass system representing the dynamics of the central shaft, where 𝑚 is the mass of the hydrofoil, 𝑅 is the radius, 𝑊 𝑎𝑣𝑒 is the hydrodynamic
input torque and 𝑃𝑇𝑂 is the control torque.

3.4. Relative velocity and angle of attack on hydrofoil

The relative velocity 𝐔 acting on the hydrofoil is determined such that

𝐔 = 𝐰 − 𝐮 + 𝐰Γ𝟏
+ 𝐰Γ𝟐

, (29)

where 𝐰 is the wave induced fluid velocity, 𝐮 is the rotational velocity of the foil and 𝐰Γ𝟏
and 𝐰Γ𝟐

are the induced velocities due
to the waves radiated by the foils. Then, we can compute 𝛼 as the angle between 𝐔 and 𝐮, as defined in Fig. 2 and by incorporating
the effect of 𝜙, as illustrated in Fig. 6 for the case of a foil that passively pitches, such that

𝛼 = 𝛽 − 𝜙, (30)

where,

𝛽 = sin−1
(

|𝐔 × 𝐮|
|𝐔| |𝐮|

)

, (31)

in agreement with Eq. (8). Once 𝛼 is computed, a NACA 0015 look-up table is utilised to obtain 𝐶𝐿 and 𝐶𝐷 for each hydrofoil.
Finally, by defining the chord length 𝐶 and the span of the foil 𝑆, and utilising Eqs. (1) and (2), 𝐹𝐿 and 𝐹𝐷 can be determined. The
tangential force in the hydrofoils is defined as

𝐹𝑇 = 𝐹𝐿 sin(𝛼 + 𝜙) − 𝐹𝐷 cos(𝛼 + 𝜙) (32)

and the radial force is

𝐹𝑅 = 𝐹𝐿 cos(𝛼 + 𝜙) + 𝐹𝐷 sin(𝛼 + 𝜙). (33)

It is worth mentioning that 𝐹𝑇 is tangential and 𝐹𝑅 is normal to the circumferential path of rotation of the cyclorotor. Therefore,
Eqs. (32) and (33) include the term 𝜙.

In Eqs. (32) and (33), 𝐹𝑇 is responsible for the mechanical power generation, whilst 𝐹𝑅 causes the structural load and fatigue
of the foil structure.

4. Control strategy

The model for model-based control design of the wave cycloidal rotor is based on Newton’s second law for rotation. The rotor
rotation in waves is controlled by the power take off (PTO) torque 𝑃𝑇𝑂, allowing the associated electrical machine to function as
both a motor and a generator, with the rotor dynamics are determined by

𝐼�̈� = 𝑊 𝑎𝑣𝑒 − 𝑃𝑇𝑂 , (34)

where 𝐼 is the inertia of the rotor, �̈� is the angular acceleration of the rotor, 𝑊 𝑎𝑣𝑒 is the hydrodynamic torque and 𝑃𝑇𝑂 is the
control torque of PTO. In Eq. (34), the hydrodynamic torque 𝑊 𝑎𝑣𝑒 is given by

𝑊 𝑎𝑣𝑒 = (𝐹𝑇1 + 𝐹𝑇2 )𝑅, (35)

where the indices 1 and 2 refer to hydrofoil 1 and 2, respectively. We recall, from Fig. 2, that 𝐹𝑇 is the tangential force on the foil
and 𝑅 is the radius of the rotor.

In Eq. (34), the moment of inertia 𝐼 is estimated as

𝐼 = 2𝑚𝐶 𝑅2, (36)

where 𝑚 is the mass of one of the hydrofoils. Subsequently, 𝑃𝑇𝑂 can be evaluated from the balance of Eqs. (34)–(36). In Fig. 11,
we represent the hydrofoils around the central shaft as a two mass system driven by 𝑊 𝑎𝑣𝑒 and 𝑃𝑇𝑂, at agreement with Eq. (34).
It is worth mentioning that, in this stage of design, the mass of the arms that hold the foils, friction due to bearings, and seals in
the rotor assembly are not considered in Eq. (34).

The performance of the cyclorotor is assessed in terms of the average mechanical power generated per second and per span
meter, such that

𝐽 = 1 𝑇0
𝑃𝑇𝑂(𝑡)�̇�(𝑡)𝑑𝑡, (37)
12
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Fig. 12. Control strategy for variable rotational velocity for cyclorotor with passively morphing foils.

where 𝑃𝑇𝑂(𝑡) is the instantaneous PTO torque, �̇�(𝑡) is the instantaneous rotational velocity of the rotor, 𝑇0 is the duration of the time
interval of the power calculation and 𝑆 is the span of the hydrofoils. In the following paragraphs, we define the optimal rotational
velocity or optimal frequency, at which 𝐽 is maximised as �̇�0.

The control objective is to maximise mechanical power generation, which is evaluated in terms of the average mechanical power
generated during the time interval [0, 𝑇0], as described in Eq. (37). Thus, the PTO torque 𝑃𝑇𝑂 is calculated to maintain the optimal
variable cyclorotor velocity profile �̇�(𝑡) during the time interval [0, 𝑇 ]. The optimal variable rotational velocity �̇�(𝑡) enables the
hydrofoils to achieve an optimal angle of attack 𝛼 with the wave-induced fluid velocity 𝐰, maximising the tangential forces 𝐹𝑇 [𝜃, �̇�]
on the hydrofoils and, consequently, optimising power generation 𝐽 . A detailed explanation of the control problem, and relationships
between the equations, is presented as a block diagram in Fig. 12. Note that variable rotational velocity control (without morphing
foils) has also been implemented and validated during the experimental tests of the 2D and 3D scaled prototypes of the LiftWEC
cyclorotor [57–59].

In order to derive the optimal time-varying velocity profile �̇�(𝑡), a spectral method, which has been proposed in [17,18] and
tested in [59], is applied. According to the method, the position of the hydrofoils 𝜃(𝑡) is presented as a sum of basis functions, in
the following form:

𝜃(𝑡) = �̇�0𝑡 +
ℎ
∑

𝑖=1
𝑎𝑖 cos

(

2𝜋 𝑡
𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡

𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖

)

+

𝑏𝑖 sin
(

2𝜋 𝑡
𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡

𝑖 + 𝑑𝑖

)

, (38)

where �̇�0 is the the reference constant rotational velocity solution at which 𝐽 is maximised in irregular waves, 𝑡 is time, 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑏𝑖 are
the Fourier coefficients, 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑑𝑖 are phase shifts to the harmonic terms of the Fourier series, and ℎ is the total number of harmonics
used in the solution.

The corresponding optimal constant rotational velocity �̇�0, and series coefficients 𝑎𝑖, 𝑏𝑖, 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑑𝑖 from Eq. (38), can be determined
by solving the shaft power 𝐽 maximisation problem (Eq. (37)). The problem (Eq. (37) and Eq. (38)) should be solved for an extended
time period 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 3𝑇0, where 𝑇0 is the targeted power production period. Thus, the average power generation 𝐽 is assessed on the
interval 𝑇0 < 𝑡 ≤ 2𝑇0, to eliminate initial and final transients. As part of the optimisation algorithm, the ratio �̇�∕�̇�0 is constrained to
1∕2 < �̇�∕�̇�0 < 2, where �̇� is the rotational speed specified in Eq. (37), to provide a computationally efficient solution domain. The
convergence of the solution within these constraints is shown in [17].

The innovation, which separates the control technique proposed in this article from the method published in [17,18], is that the
controller in the current paper includes a control model which is aware of the morphing capabilities of foils. Thus, the morphing
foils are now subsumed as part of the model which the control uses to calculate the optimum velocity profile �̇�. An schematic of
the control algorithm is provided in Fig. 12.
13
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Fig. 13. Average mechanical power 𝐽0 [kW s−1 m−1] generated when �̇�0 = 𝜔𝑝, i.e. without optimisation of rotor rotational rate.

5. Results

In this section we present the power performance 𝐽 and fatigue damage 𝐷 at the foil stress hot spot, as defined in Eqs. (9) and
(37), respectively. We present results for four different control strategies: (1) constant rotational velocity and rigid foil, (2) constant
rotational velocity and passively morphing foil, (3) variable rotational velocity and rigid foil, and (4) variable rotational velocity
and passively morphing foil. We study 𝐽 and 𝐷 over the range of sea states specified in Section 2.3.

Case 1: Constant rotational velocity with rigid foil
The baseline case consists of a wave cycloidal rotor, with rigid foils, spinning at a constant rotational velocity. We consider a

cyclorotor with two hydrofoils. The rotor has a radius of 𝑅 = 6 m, the hydrofoils have a NACA0015 cross section with chord length
C = 6m, following the design guidelines proposed by the LiftWEC consortium [3]. We note that these design parameters are also
similar to those proposed by the Atargis Energy Corporation [60].

To account for inertial effects, we use a cross sectional mass per square metre of 2 kg∕m2 for each hydrofoil. For the rotor, we
consider adjustable submergence that changes with each sea state, such that 𝑦0 = −1.5𝑅 − 0.5𝐻𝑠. This promotes efficient power
capture by ensuring that the rotor remains in close proximity to the free surface but that the hydrofoils always remain submerged
during operation [61].

As a first design step, for each of tested sea states, we match the rotational frequency of the rotor (�̇�) to the peak frequency
(𝜔𝑝) of a JONSWAP spectrum. We refer to the power under this scenario as 𝐽0, with results as shown in Fig. 13. In the figure,
we note that a large portion of the matrix yields 𝐽0 ≤ 0 kWs−1m−1. Although a pitch angle can be introduced to the hydrofoils to
increase 𝐽0 [29,60], in this paper, we propose variable velocity control as a mechanism to increase power production. We follow
the procedure proposed by Ermakov et al. [17].

The optimal rotational speed is found with the use of high performance computing facilities from the Irish Centre for High-End
Computing (ICHEC) (https://www.ichec.ie/) and the ARCHIE-WeST High Performance Computer in Scotland (https://www.archie-
west.ac.uk/). For each sea state, we conduct trials of 15 min averaged over 20 different sea state realisations, to ensure statistically
significance of the results. The optimal rotational speed is found by varying the rotational speed of the rotor, in steps of 0.1 rad/s,
until the maximum power is encountered. We note that this rotational speed maximises the tangential force on the hydrofoils, and
therefore, also the lift-to-drag ratio.

Results for the optimal constant rotational speed �̇�0 are presented in Fig. 14, normalised by 𝜔𝑝. The figure shows that �̇�0∕𝜔𝑝
grows from low values (0.2 ≤ �̇�0∕𝜔𝑝 ≤ 0.5) to high values (2.5 ≤ �̇�0∕𝜔𝑝 ≤ 4.0) as 𝑇𝑝 and 𝐻𝑠 increase.

The power output of the rotor running at �̇�0∕𝜔𝑝 is shown in Fig. 15. One realisation per sea state is run for a time period of one
hour. Because this is the first control strategy, we denote this power as 𝐽1. Fig. 15 shows that the highest 𝐽1 occurs at the upper
right corner of the figure, i.e. 𝐽1 grows with both 𝐻𝑠 and 𝑇𝑝. A limited area where �̇�0∕𝜔𝑝 = 1 is the only region where the non
optimised solution of Fig. 13 and the optimised solution of Fig. 15 overlap. Note that, the shape of Fig. 15 matches the distribution
of power available in the irregular waves given by Eq. (28). In fact, assuming a zero pitch angle in the foils, efficiencies of up to
0.15 to 0.20 can be achieved, at the optimal constant rotational speed.

To understand better the damage footprint on the hydrofoil stress hot spot due to 𝑃𝑖, we plot, in Fig. 16a, 𝐷1 assuming 𝑃𝑖 = 1,
while, in Fig. 16b, we plot 𝐷1 considering the 𝑃𝑖 shown in Fig. 8. We refer to both results as 𝐷1(𝑃𝑖 = 1) and 𝐷1, respectively. The
duration of these runs are the same as those used to compute 𝐽1.

Fig. 16a shows that, the highest 𝐷1(𝑃𝑖 = 1) occurs at the highest 𝐻𝑠 and the lowest 𝑇𝑝. This is in contrast to the location of the
highest peak in 𝐽1, and therefore contradicts what is typically expected, which is that the location of the peak in damage is usually
the same location as the peak in power. However, in the case of the sample stress hot spot analysed in this study, although the peak
14
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Fig. 14. Optimal normalised constant rotational rate �̇�0∕𝜔𝑝 for various panchromatic sea states.

Fig. 15. Average mechanical power 𝐽1 [kW s−1 m−1] generated with the rotor operating at �̇�0∕𝜔𝑝.

of both 𝐽1 and 𝐷1(𝑃𝑖 = 1) occur at the highest 𝐻𝑠, the rotor spins faster at low 𝑇𝑝. Hence, more loading cycles occur at the lowest
𝑇𝑝 values and therefore more damage occurs, as shown in Fig. 16a.

Then, the effect of 𝑃𝑖 in 𝐷1 is shown in Fig. 16b. The location of the highest peak in 𝐷1 is shifted towards intermediate 𝑇𝑝 values,
but consistently at 𝐻𝑠 = 5 m. Noticeably, a secondary peak appears at 𝐻𝑠 ≈ 3 m and 𝑇𝑠 ≈ 8 s. The shift in position of the highest
peak in 𝐷1 is a result of the distribution of 𝑃𝑖 at 𝐻 = 5 m, with the highest 𝑃𝑖 at intermediate 𝑇𝑝 values. The secondary peak in
𝐷1 is a result of the combined effect of sea states with high probability of occurrence (𝑃𝑖 ≥ 0.14) and a high number of cycles, due
to the fast rotation of the cyclorotor at low 𝑇𝑝. Assuming a span of 𝑆 = 10m, and offshore steel with cathodic protection, Fig. 16b
yields a yearly cumulative fatigue damage of 𝐷1 = 0.004. This is equivalent to 25 years of useful lifetime of the hydrofoil, before
mechanical failure.

Case 2: Constant rotational velocity with passively morphing foil
Case 2 evaluates the effect of morphing foils, modelled as passively pitching foils, on the performance of wave cycloidal rotors.

Similarly to what has been shown in tidal turbines, it is expected that the radial load on the hydrofoil is reduced and consequently,
that the bending stresses and fatigue damage are reduced as well. However, because this is the first time that such concept is
evaluated in the context of a wave cycloidal rotor, it is unknown to what extent this control strategy can influence the power
output.

We recall that the single spring model developed for tidal turbines [28] was developed assuming a nonzero mean angle of attack
and periodic oscillations. Hence, such a model is not suitable to represent a morphing hydrofoil in the context of a wave cycloidal
rotor, especially and under the influence of irregular waves. Therefore, we compensate the lack of a nonzero mean angle of attack,
15
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Fig. 16. Yearly damage 𝐷1 at the foil hot spot, generated with �̇�0∕𝜔𝑝 when (a) 𝑃𝑖 = 1 and (b) when 𝑃𝑖 is that of Fig. 8.

Fig. 17. Changes in angle of attack for one cycle of rotation 𝑡∕𝑇 , computed with 𝜅 = 1000, 1 and 0.1 MN/m in black, red, and blue, respectively. Results are
presented for hydrofoil 1 and assuming 𝐻 = 2 m and 𝑇 = 8 s in regular sea state test.

and a nonzero mean hydrostatic moment, by incorporating another spring in the model. The second spring allows the hydrofoils of
the cyclorotor to sustain the equilibrium position shown in Fig. 5.

We first assess the performance of the dual spring model in a regular wave scenario, where the rotor has a phase shift of −90◦

with respect to the wave crest [34,43]. In regular waves, the rotor operates typically at a rotational velocity equivalent to the wave
frequency �̇� = 𝜔. We consider a cyclorotor with two hydrofoils, each with a pitch angle of 𝜙 = 0◦. The rotor has a radius 𝑅 = 6 m
and a submergence of 𝑦0 = −10m. For this analysis, we consider a sea state with the highest probability of occurrence shown in
Fig. 8, i.e. 𝑇𝑝 = 8 s and 𝐻𝑠 = 2 m. The chord length of the foils is C = 6m.

For the monochromatic sea state test, we evaluate the influence of the spring stiffness 𝜅 on the changes of the angle of attack
𝛼, within a wave period 𝑇 . We test three different spring stiffnesses 𝜅 = 1000MN∕m, 𝜅 = 1MN∕m, and 𝜅 = 0.1MN∕m to represent
rigid, intermediate and flexible stiffness, respectively. The corresponding changes of the angle of attack in one of the hydrofoils of the
cyclorotor are presented in Fig. 17. It can be seen that peak loading alleviation occurs with intermediate and low stiffness. However,
the mean angle of attack decreases with lower stiffness. This means that the amplitude of both 𝐹𝑅 and 𝐹𝑇 will also decrease.
Considering these results, a reduction in 𝐹𝑅 is desirable in terms of fatigue damage; however, a reduction in 𝐹𝑇 is detrimental in
terms of power output.

As part of the regular sea state analysis, we also quantify the change in radial loading for the tested hydrofoil (𝐹𝑅) and the change
in power output (𝐽 ). Assuming a time step of 0.2 s, the high stiffness case 𝜅 = 1000MN∕m, i.e. the rigid foil, yields 𝐽 = 13.2 kW∕s,
but a peak radial load of 𝐹 = 48.9 kN. The medium stiffness case 𝜅 = 1MN∕m, yields less energy, with 𝐽 = 11.7 kW/s, but reduces
16
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Fig. 18. Power production and maximal radial loading percentage versus spring rigidity. High rigidity (𝜅 ≥ Log10(8)) yields 100% of power production and
maximal radial loading. Results are computed with 𝐻 = 2 m and 𝑇 = 8 s in regular sea state test.

tructural loading, with a peak load of 𝐹𝑅 = 41.2 kN. In the low stiffness case, where 𝜅 = 0.1MN∕m, both power production and
peak radial loading drop significantly to 𝐽 = 4.6 kW∕s and 𝐹𝑅 = 1.8 kN, respectively.

The trends in generated power and maximal tangential loads, with different spring rigidities, is presented in Fig. 18. In agreement
with Fig. 17, we also consider the sea state with the highest probability of occurrence, i.e. 𝑇𝑝 = 8 s and 𝐻𝑠 = 2 m. In Fig. 18, we
observe that the lower the stiffness, the lower the power production. This is because, at the starting equilibrium position, the chord
line of the hydrofoil is tangential to the circumferential path of the cyclorotor. As such, any pitching motion of the hydrofoil moves
the chordline closer to the direction of 𝑈 . If the spring has very low stiffness, then 𝛼 on the hydrofoil can be nullified, as illustrated
in Fig. 7. Therefore, the stiffness of the spring, and of any material used to manufacture a morphing hydrofoil, should be one that
allows load alleviation, but prevents a total loss of generated power.

Once the performance of the passive pitch model was assessed in a regular sea state scenario, we test the model in irregular sea
state conditions, for 𝐽 and 𝐷. For Case 2 we refer to these as 𝐽2 and 𝐷2. We utilise simulations of one hour, as we did previously
for Case 1. Results are shown for the average power performance 𝐽2∕𝐽 ′

1, and the average fatigue damage performance 𝐷2∕𝐷′
1, in

Fig. 19a and Fig. 19b, respectively.
The ratios 𝐽2∕𝐽 ′

1 and 𝐷2∕𝐷′
1, are computed by adding the corresponding 𝐽2, 𝐽 ′

1, 𝐷2 and 𝐷′
1 for each of the simulations performed

per sea state, and by calculating their ratio. For Case 2, the number of simulations per sea state is just one, the relatively long
simulation of one hour is statistically significant. In contrast, for variable rotational speed, we perform more than one simulation
of shorter time length, since they require a higher computational effort. Hence, for the remainder of the paper, the notation 𝐽 ′

1 and
𝐷′

1 are used to highlight that the reference power and damage are recomputed to match the time lengths of the simulations.
For both foils of the cyclorotor in Case 2, we select a spring stiffness of 𝜅 = 0.25 MN/m. This stiffness was selected because for

the sea state with the highest probability, it provides about 70% of output power and 60% of radial force loading with respect to the
rigid case, as shown in Fig. 18. As such, it is the rigidity that offers the highest power to radial loading reduction ratio (𝛥𝐽∕𝛥𝐹𝑅),
as shown in the inset of Fig. 18.

Results in Fig. 19a show that 𝐽2∕𝐽 ′
1 ≥ 0.90 for most of the tested sea states, with the exception of the upper right part of the

figure, where 𝐽2∕𝐽 ′
1 < 0.8. However, the probability of occurrence of these sea states is much less than those where 𝐽2∕𝐽 ′

1 ≥ 0.90,
therefore, the selected spring stiffness shows satisfactory performance in terms of power production. In fact, the average loss of
power of 10% throughout most of the sea states is significantly smaller than the 30% power loss that was computed in the regular
sea state scenario.

In contrast, 𝐷2∕𝐷′
1 < 1 throughout most of Fig. 19b. This shows an important reduction in fatigue damage compared to that

or a rigid hydrofoil case. In particular, the fatigue damage reduction becomes more significant at high energy sea states where
2∕𝐷′

1 < 0.5. These results highlight that a hydrofoil that deforms due the fluid loading is useful for wave cycloidal rotors aiming
o extend their operational life while incurring a reduced loss in power loss, but also a significant reduction in fatigue damage at
he hydrofoil stress hot spot.
ase 3: Variable rotational velocity with rigid foil

We now consider the influence of variable rotational velocity on 𝐽 and 𝐷 , initially with rigid foils. For Case 3, we refer to these
s 𝐽3 and 𝐷3, respectively. Previous research has shown that variable velocity control can increase the mechanical power by up to
0% [17,18] in monochromatic and also in panchromatic waves. However, the effect of this control strategy, for a wide range of
rregular sea states, remains unknown, as well as the impact in the radial loading and the structural penalty at the hydrofoil sample
ot spot. Therefore, we investigate these aspects in this section.

It is worth mentioning that the optimisation of the performance function (Eq. (37)) requires the solution of a highly nonlinear
roblem [43]. In order to achieve acceptable convergence of the developed spectral method (Eq. (38)), it was decided to limit the
imulation duration to one minute only. This was achieved with ℎ = 25 harmonics in Eq. (38). For Case 3, a total of 5 simulations
17
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Fig. 19. (a) 𝐽2∕𝐽 ′
1 ratio and (b) 𝐷2∕𝐷′

1 ratio, with passively pitching foils modelled with the dual spring model.

Fig. 20. (a) 𝐽3∕𝐽 ′
1 ratio and (b) 𝐷3∕𝐷′

1 ratio with variable time-dependent rotational velocity.

were performed. The corresponding 𝐽3∕𝐽 ′
1 and 𝐷3∕𝐷′

1 were computed, as described previously in Case 2. The same procedure is
applied in Case 4.

Results for Case 3 are presented in Figs. 20a and 20b, respectively. Fig. 20a shows the 𝐽3∕𝐽 ′
1 ratio. The figure shows that the

ratio remains between 1.5 ≤ 𝐽3∕𝐽 ′
1 ≤ 2.5. These results represent gains of about 50% to 150% percent with respect to the case

of constant rotational velocity. It is noted that Fig. 20a has a similar shape to the power matrix computed with real-time velocity
control in monochromatic waves, as presented in Ermakov et al. [17]. This shows that similar power performance can be expected
between regular and irregular sea states.

Fig. 20b shows the 𝐷3∕𝐷′
1 ratio. It can be seen that 𝐷3 is about 10 times higher than 𝐷′

1. However, at the top left side of the
figure, where low 𝑇𝑝 and high 𝐻𝑠 occur, 𝐷3 is about 80 times higher than 𝐷′

1. This shows that the gain in power comes at the cost
of an increase in fatigue damage at the foil hot spot and that, in fact, the increase in damage is significantly higher than the increase
in power output. For instance, if we consider that, in general, 𝐷3∕𝐷′

1 ≈ 10, variable rotational speed could reduce the lifetime of a
10 m span wave cycloidal rotor from 25 to 2.5 years.
Case 4: Variable rotational velocity with passively morphing foil

In Case 3, we showed that a variable rotational speed and fixed rigid hydrofoils significantly increase 𝐽3∕𝐽 ′
1. However, this gain

comes at the cost of a substantial corresponding increase in 𝐷3∕𝐷′
1. We recall from Case 2, that passively pitching hydrofoils have

the potential to reduce 𝐷2∕𝐷′
1 at the stress hot spots, although this reduction causes a slight drop in power performance. Here, in

Case 4, we combine variable rotational velocity control with passively pitching foils to test whether this combination can yield an
increase in 𝐽 ∕𝐽 ′, without a significant penalty in 𝐷 ∕𝐷′ .
18
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Fig. 21. Results of simulations for Case 1, 2, 3 and 4 during 60 s of high-energy panchromatic wave, with 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s and 𝐻𝑠 = 4 m.

Because 𝐹𝑅 on the hydrofoils increases due to real-time control of rotational velocity, for this case, we tune the stiffness of the
spring in the passively pitching model, by testing the performance of the system in a high energy sea state. As such, we first simulate
𝐽 (𝑡), 𝐹𝑅(𝑡) and 𝜙(𝑡) for 60 s of simulation in extreme waves, i.e. 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s and 𝐻𝑠 = 4 m.

We compare the results of Case 4 to those of Cases 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 21. The figure shows the instantaneous 𝐽 and instantaneous
𝐹𝑅, for the four tested cases in Fig. 21a and Fig. 21b, respectively. We refer to the power production in each case as 𝐽1(𝑡), 𝐽2(𝑡),
3(𝑡) and 𝐽4(𝑡), and to the radial forces in one of the foils as 𝐹𝑅,1(𝑡), 𝐹𝑅,2(𝑡), 𝐹𝑅,3(𝑡) and 𝐹𝑅,4(𝑡). Only the forces for one hydrofoil are
resented, since the trends observed in 𝐹𝑅 are similar for the second hydrofoil.

In Fig. 21a and Fig. 21b, we plot 𝐽 and 𝐹𝑅 in black, red, magenta and blue solid lines for Cases 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
n these figures, 𝐽1 and 𝐹𝑅,1 are plotted with a thicker line than the other cases, since they represent the baseline case. Then, in
ig. 21c, we show the instantaneous variation of 𝜙 for the passively pitching cases (Case 2 and Case 4) as 𝜙2 and 𝜙4 in red and blue
olid lines, respectively. The dotted lines show the maximum and minimum values of 𝜙 for 𝜙2 and 𝜙4.

The selected stiffness of the spring used in Fig. 21 is 𝜅 = 1.5 MN/m. This is in the range of low stiffness tested in Fig. 17 and about
times higher than the stiffness used for constant rotational velocity and passively pitching foils. This is because, for a cyclorotor
ith rigid foils, the use of variable velocity increases radial loads and fatigue damage approximately by one order of magnitude
ith respect to the case of constant rotational velocity, i.e. 𝐷3∕𝐷′

1 ≈ 10, as discussed previously in the analysis of Case 3.
Fig. 21a shows that the largest peaks of power occur with variable rotational speed and rigid foils, at 𝐽3, while both of the

onstant rotational speed cases, 𝐽1 and 𝐽2, show similar behaviour due to the rigidity of the spring. It is observed that variable
otational velocity with passively morphing foils, 𝐽4, corresponds to higher power yield than 𝐽1 and 𝐽2, but a lower yield than 𝐽3. In
act, in Fig. 21a, the average 𝐽1 is 13 kW, while 𝐽2 drops to 11.2 kW. Variable rotational speed increases the average 𝐽3 to 20.5 kW,
hile the same condition with variable pitching foils, decreases 𝐽4 to 16.6 kW.

This results are in line with the analysis of results previously presented in this Section for Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3. By
omparison, Fig. 21b shows that the maximum peaks of 𝐹𝑅 also occur in Case 3, i.e. 𝐹𝑅,3, followed by 𝐹𝑅,4, 𝐹𝑅,1 and 𝐹𝑅,2. In
erms of maximum values, 𝐹𝑅,3 = 121.0 kN, while 𝐹𝑅,4 = 65.8 kN, 𝐹𝑅,1 = 53.6 kN and 𝐹𝑅,2 = 48.3 kN. The main difference between
19

igs. 21a and 21b is that although 𝐽 is mostly positive throughout the entire simulation, 𝐹𝑅 does experience changes in sign and
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Fig. 22. Free surface elevation above the rotor centre and optimal variable rotational rate �̃� control solutions, for the cases of rigid and morphing foils.

can exert compression or tension on the support structure of the hydrofoils. This has an effect on the pitching motion profile of
Cases 2 and 4, as show in Fig. 21c. Fig. 21c shows the instantaneous 𝜙2 and 𝜙4, for Cases 2 and 4, i.e. the passively morphing cases.
We observe that the trends of 𝜙2 and 𝜙4 follow the trends of 𝐹𝑅,2 and 𝐹𝑅,4. This is because the sign of 𝐹𝑅 determines the direction
of motion of 𝜙, as depicted in Figs. 6 and 7. Finally, we recall that the range of motion of 𝜙 is determined by the stiffness of the
torsional spring. We can see that, in Fig. 21c, although both curves are simulated with the same spring stiffness, the range of motion
for Case 2 is less severe than the one experienced in Case 4, due to the inclusion of variable rotational speed in the latter.

Importantly, variable rotational velocity and passively morphing foils require a different torque control solution than the case of
variable rotational velocity with rigid foils. Therefore the optimal torque solution for each tested sea state needs to be recomputed.
As an illustrative example, of how the solution varies between these scenarios, we simulate an irregular sea state of 60 s of extreme
panchromatic waves with 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s and 𝐻𝑠 = 4 m. The free surface elevation of the simulation is shown, with a blue solid line,
in Fig. 22. The variable rotational solutions, for rigid and passively morphing foils, are shown in Fig. 22, with solid and dotted
black lines, respectively. By assuming a consistent value of 𝜅 = 1.5 MN/m, we note that both solutions are different to each other,
with the passive solution showing smoother transitions between 10 and 25 s, and between 40 and 55 s, with a potential for ease of
control as well.

To complete the analysis for Case 4, we plot the 𝐽4∕𝐽 ′
1 and 𝐷4∕𝐷′

1 ratios in Figs. 23a and 23b, respectively. Similar to Case 3,
five simulations with a duration of 60 s were run to compute the ratios. Results show that, in general 1 < 𝐽4∕𝐽 ′

1 ≤ 2.2. Although
these results are slightly lower than those for Case 3, they still show capability of enhanced power production with respect to the
baseline 𝐽 ′

1. Furthermore, Fig. 23b shows that 𝐷4∕𝐷′
1 is further reduced with respect to 𝐷3∕𝐷′

1. We recall that Case 3 showed that
10 < 𝐷3∕𝐷′

1 < 80, while here, in most of the sea states, 1 < 𝐷4∕𝐷′
1 < 10.

Although, 𝐷4∕𝐷′
1 > 𝐷2∕𝐷′

1, we recall that the selection of stiffness for the morphing foils used in Case 4 was performed based
n a high power sea state (𝑇𝑝 = 14 s,𝐻𝑠 = 4 m), where 𝐷4∕𝐷′

1 < 1, as observed in Fig. 23b. Furthermore, the spring stiffness was
hosen to sustain a high power enhancement ratio throughout most of the tested sea states, as shown in Fig. 23a. Further parametric
tudies on tuning of the spring stiffness could be carried out individually for each sea state, and the power enhancement ratio could
e further reduced to see whether morphing foil technology is applicable to the full range of sea states, or only to high power sea
tates. It could be, for example, that morphing foils are only usefully deployed in high power sea states, where power production
ould be further sacrificed for the sake of the structure. However, this is a topic of further research in the field of wave cycloidal
otors.
ransition map between the four tested cases

In this section, we provide a visual map of the four tested cases, as a function of power and fatigue damage at the stress hot
pot. The map is shown in Fig. 24 and we utilise the map to show the transition paths between cases. We categorise the cases in red,
ellow and green, where green is the most desirable and red the less desirable scenario. In the figure, the horizontal axis denotes
ower 𝐽 , while the vertical axis denotes fatigue damage 𝐷. The arrows in the figure show how we can transition from case to case
y incorporating a single step change in control strategy. From Case 1, we can transit to Case 2 or Case 3, and from Case 2 or Case
, we can transit to Case 4. The arrows are bidirectional because each control modification is reversible.

Note that, in (red) Case 3, although the gain in 𝐽 is the highest, it also causes the highest 𝐷 at the stress hot spots and has
he highest potential to damage the hydrofoils of the wave cycloidal rotor. In a (yellow) intermediate category, both Cases 1 and 2
ield a lower 𝐷 than Case 3, but a lower 𝐽 as well. Therefore, although these cases are not likely to damage the device, they are
ikely to capture energy less efficiently. Lastly, Case 4 (green) yields a high 𝐽 output at a low 𝐷. Hence, this is the ideal scenario
f operation.

. Conclusions

In this paper, we present an analytical and numerical study using different control strategies for a two-foil wave cycloidal rotor.
ontrol strategies in a cyclorotor are of particular interest because they have not been extensively explored in the literature and
ecause they could be used to enhance power extraction and mitigate fatigue damage. In this paper, we study the effect of variable
20
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Fig. 23. (a) 𝐽4∕𝐽1 ratio and (b) 𝐷4∕𝐷1 ratio, with variable time dependent rotational velocity and passively pitching foils, modelled with the dual spring model.

Fig. 24. Transition colour code map between four tested cases showing colour coded severity of cases as green-low, yellow-medium and red-high severity.

rotational velocity combined with, for the first time, passively morphing hydrofoils in irregular waves, in the context of wave
cycloidal rotors.

The loads on the hydrofoils are modelled through a single point vortex model, which has been used to estimate wave generation
downstream of the rotor and loading on the foils of wave cycloidal rotors [34,44,47,49,60]. We assess rotor performance, using
average power output and the fatigue damage at the hydrofoil stress hot spot, as metrics. In this work, we consider a sample stress
hot spot located at the fixed end of the hydrofoil, assuming the foil is supported at both ends.

Results are analysed for four different scenarios. Namely, fixed and variable rotational velocity, with rigid and passively
morphing foils. Note that, although a variable rotational velocity has previously been shown to enhance power generation in wave
cycloidal rotors [17], the structural implications of such control have not been addressed in previous studies. Furthermore, the
combined operation of variable rotational velocity with morphing foils has not been performed before in the literature of wave
cycloidal rotors.

At constant rotational velocity, the baseline case, we find that there is a specific rotational velocity 𝜔 that maximises power
extraction for different sea states. This optimal 𝜔 usually grows with 𝑇𝑝 and 𝐻𝑠. We also show that the fatigue damage distribution
is affected by 𝐻𝑠, 𝑇𝑝 and 𝑃𝑖. The larger 𝐻𝑠 is, the larger the loads on the foils and the fatigue damage. The shorter 𝑇𝑝 is, the faster
the rotor spins, and therefore, the higher the number of fatigue cycles. Lastly, the distribution of 𝑃𝑖 shifts the damage peak towards
those sea states with the highest probability of occurrence.

The development of a novel morphing foil model, suitable for a wave cycloidal rotor subject to irregular waves was carried out
as part of this study. Our model shows that the passively morphing hydrofoil is effective in mitigating fatigue damage at the sample
stress hot spot; however, this reduction in fatigue damage is also associated with a drop in power production.
21
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In order to cope with power losses due to passively morphing foils in the cyclorotor, we explore the concept of variable rotational
peed. Our results show that, in agreement with the findings of Ermakov et al. [17,18], there is a time dependent rotational velocity
olution that increases power extraction. However, for the first time, we show that variable velocity increases the fatigue penalty in
he hydrofoil stress hot spot by a factor of 10 to 80 times, with respect to the baseline case. Therefore, although variable rotational
elocity increases power extraction between 50% to 150%, this control strategy, on its own is not sustainable for the long term
peration of wave cycloidal rotors. Therefore, we combine variable rotational velocity control with passively morphing hydrofoils
o find out, whether an increase in power with a low structural penalty are possible.

The combination of variable rotational speed with morphing foils shows that both a gain in power and a reduction in fatigue
amage, are attained. Therefore, we can conclude that variable rotational velocity and passively morphing hydrofoils complement
ach other to enhance both power production and the structural performance of the cyclorotor. In conclusion, the possibilities
or control for wave cycloidal rotors are vast. As such, in this study, we present the first attempt to analyse a few key possible
onfigurations, with the use of high performance computations. Our results show promise to increase both power extraction and at
he same time, reduce fatigue damage of the device.
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